
 

 

 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

HIKA Appointed As Exclusive Distributor of CommandFusion 

Hardware 

CommandFusion appoint Hitecindo Kharisma (M) Sdn Bhd (HIKA) as exclusive distributor of 
automation and control hardware covering the regions of Malaysia, Indonesia and Brunei. 

 

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia — 05 July 2013 

Malaysian audio visual distributor Hitecindo Kharisma has today been appointed as the 

exclusive distributor of CommandFusion automation and control hardware in Malaysia, 

Indonesia and Brunei. Covering a significant section of South East Asia, HIKA have 

offices and trained support staff in Petaling Jaya and Miri (Malaysia) and Jakarta 

(Indonesia). This appointment will ensure that local integrators have access to local 

support staff trained in CommandFusion products. 

 

“HIKA’s established distributor and support network 

will really allow us to strengthen our presence in the South 

East Asian marketplace. We are looking forward to working 

closely with HIKA to bring affordable automation and 

control systems to many new customers” said Jarrod Bell, 

Co-Founder, CommandFusion. 



 

HIKA add CommandFusion hardware to their already extensive control and automation 

hardware range. CommandFusion hardware complements the control products HIKA 

currently carry and adds an affordable alternative for price sensitive jobs that still require 

a powerful and effective solution. 

 

With affordability and a modular, open framework at its core, the CommandFusion 

hardware range has been steadily growing in popularity. It represents a culmination of 

three years of development by our research and development team. The hardware 

revolves around a modular design ensuring that all system sizes from a single room up 

to an entire campus are cost effective and suited to any unique requirements. Already 

successful in the home automation industry, CommandFusion products have also been 

quickly gaining ground in the commercial and industrial automation and control sectors. 

CommandFusion believes in openness: software and hardware protocols are fully 

published - allowing integrators to mix control systems within a job to suit their 

requirements and budgets. 

 

“CommandFusion hardware will allow us to offer a full 

solution for any size system or budget” Said C.K. Lum, 

General Manager at Hitecindo Kharisma. “We only take on 

the best brands, and CommandFusion is set to become a 

market leader.” 

 



About CommandFusion 

Founded in Melbourne, Australia in 2005 as GuiLink then renamed CommandFusion in 

2011, the company has been selling its flagship software product (CommandFusion 

iViewer) for iOS since 2008. Renowned for its flexibility and versatility, iViewer is now 

available for both iOS and Android platforms. The company has been working on the 

hardware product line since 2008. With a small, dynamic and driven international team 

coming from the automation, software and hardware fields, CommandFusion strives to 

offer the best support and fastest innovation turnaround in the industry. 

About Hitecindo Kharisma. 

Established in 1987, Hitecindo Kharisma is an award-winning provider of display 

solutions. HIKA have 20 years experience in distributing control and automation 

products in the commercial and residential markets. They have a team of experienced 

programmers to help support their extensive dealer base. 

 

CommandFusion Automation Hardware is available in Malaysia, Indonesia and Brunei 

from Hitecindo Kharisma http://www.hika.com/ 

For more information, press only:  

Aaron Green 

+61 411 508 439 

aaron@commandfusion.com 

For more information on CommandFusion Automation/Control Hardware & 

Software: 

http://www.commandfusion.com 

http://www.hika.com/

